Our stunning new collections
of wall and floor tiles...
P R E S S C O N TACT
We’re unable to fit all our lovely tile collections into this
little leaflet. To see our other collections visit www.claybrookstudio.co.uk.
For more information, high resolution images or press loans
email press@claybrookstudio.co.uk.

www.claybrookstudio.co.uk
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Welcome to the latest collection of tiles to be launched by the talented team from
Claybrook (even if we do say so ourselves!).
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We believe that great design can change the way we both live and work. In love
with timeless forms, well-crafted materials and products that look and feel just
right, these new ranges have made us proud to be showcasing the skills of our
artisans and producers world-wide. Our Old Havana cement tiles took some time
to launch as we scoured the globe for material that didn’t look patchy or chalky.
Crisp and clean and wonderfully vibrant, they also wear incredibly well, something
that experience with the medium has taught us to be wary of. Cabana glazed

T I L E C O L L E CT I O N S
FOR HOMEOWNERS AND DESIGNERS

bricks are in truly mouth-watering shades whilst the Lucerne porcelain replicates
parquet just so brilliantly; photographed as a wall panel they add a new dimension
for vertical tiling. Likewise, our Dorset Cove porcelain planks look amazing in the
shot set up by our stylist and design team in a chevron pattern for the wall.
Right now, we’re focused on tiles, but our portfolio is expanding to include
other interior products – all equally as tactile and beautifully crafted and each
chosen with longevity and durability at its heart. We have just launched our
distinctive new oak wood flooring collection in planks and stunning parquet;
with photography being available early October. Our beautiful new bathroom
collections will follow later in 2018.
Alongside our website and showroom, our experienced London-based
specification team work with architects, designers and specifiers in the selection
process - harvesting materials for each unique project. With access to products
from our own production facility and using our carefully chosen core collection,
our team can offer solutions to a host of design needs and challenges.
We hope you enjoy seeing our latest product reveal.

www.claybrookstudio.co.uk
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SNEAK PREVIEW
On a trip to Cuba we were
mesmerised by the intricacy of
the floor tile designs. Based on our
travels our Old Havana cement tiles
are in vibrant shades and are great
value; typically, half the price of our
competitors despite the excellent
quality. Our Metro Deco wall tile is
used to counterpoint one of our new
copper bath tubs launching later
this year as part of our fantastic new
bathroom offering.
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P OT T E R S G L A Z E

In a sophisticated brick with just
adorable colourways, these wall tiles
have a sense of artisan craftsmanship
that is ideal for how we live today.
Informal but classic, they are brilliant
contrasted with other subtle tones.
73p each, £64.42m�
Five colours available

www.claybrookstudio.co.uk

O L D H AVA N A
On a trip to Cuba we were mesmerised by the intricacy of the floor tile design almost everywhere we went.
It seems that no matter if it’s at home, at work or in a bar or cafe the Cubans love of colour and pattern
seeps into everyday life. Our Old Havana cement tiles are in vibrant shades and playful designs based on
our travels in this fascinating country, and look consistently fresh whilst standing up to the climate here in
the Northern Hemisphere.
£2.80 each, £69.90m2
Ten patterns available

www.claybrookstudio.co.uk
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CABANA
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The longer format and the amazing
colours of our newest brick tile for
walls and floors make a bang up to
date statement but one that has
longevity. We know that this practical
glazed tile will be popular for years to
come, as it can be laid in numerous
ways that will always seem fresh.
£1.13 each, £69.94m�
Ten colours available
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LU C E R N E PA N E L S

We are loving the look of wood parquet
right now but not necessarily from
mother nature’s own bounty. With
dimensional cross hatching they embody
all that is beautiful about wood laid in
this way but with the added practicality
that hard wearing porcelain brings. In
a series of natural shade options, they
even look great as a wall panel.
£54.47 each, £84.97m�
Four colours available

www.claybrookstudio.co.uk

H AY E K H E X
We fell in love with the beautiful shades of our Hayek range when the samples arrived at Claybrook HQ.
Combined with the graphic hexagon shape they make a bold but smart statement for walls and floors. In
practical porcelain they will of course be easy to maintain too. What’s not to love?
From £1.34 each, £69.89m2 Five colours available

CABRERA
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Spanish hand decorated tiles have a
style that never seems to date. Used
in bathrooms, kitchens or even hallway
walls for visual interest, these vibrant
patterns add an exotic but wholly
liveable feel to all schemes.
Base £1.19 each, £59.40m�
Decors £4.49 each
Various patterns/colours available

www.claybrookstudio.co.uk

D O R S E T C OV E
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We love the smell of the sea at
Claybrook HQ and escape to the
coast as often as time allows. In a
series of warm and welcoming tones
our porcelain parquet tiles add a little
seaside chic to spaces that require a
functional but timeless look to anchor
the design.
£2.50 each, £39.94m�
Five colours available
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C OA S TA L G L A Z E

These lovely square wall tiles have such
subtle colours in soft coastal shades
that we were instantly transported to
the fresh air and mind cleansing rituals
of the British coast. In bathrooms or
kitchens these will add harmony and
serenity to any interior scheme.
79p each, £79.20m�
Eight colours available

www.claybrookstudio.co.uk
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B R O O K H AV E N M A R B L E
Named after the pretty east coast American town that stretches from the
north shore to the south shore of Long Island, these elegant marble tiles are so
reminiscent of the chic bathrooms and powder rooms we saw in homes there. The
ideal addition to any interior designed with a chic and elegant look in mind.
From £1.02 each, £94.86m2
Various mosaic patterns and sizes available

www.claybrookstudio.co.uk

LU XO R
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Stone can be such a sophisticated
element to add to a scheme and
Luxor doesn’t disappoint. With soft
rounded edges and a neutral pale
surface it looks very smart with light
veining and some small fossils.
From £4.04 each, £44.89m�
Three sizes available
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ESNA

Darker than the Luxor, the Esna tile is
in a warm cream shade but with the
same mix of veining and visible fossil
life that is natural to limestones. With
a textured surface and lightly brushed,
this tile will seem like it has been laid
down for years.
£4.50 each, £49.95m�
Three sizes available

www.claybrookstudio.co.uk
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M A L L AW I A N D TA L A
Our Egyptian stones have inherent
subtly orchestrated style in a series of
colours and finishes that feel as much at
home in modern homes as classic ones.
Melding beauty and practicality they
look truly charming.
From £5.40 each £59.94m2
Three sizes available

www.claybrookstudio.co.uk
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This replica marble porcelain has all
the qualities we were looking for to
contrast with warmer toned interiors.
The veining is a subtle pale brown, the
two sizes work well in smaller or larger
areas and the larger size also comes in
a polished format. The brick mosaic is
particularly attractive and can be used
in conjunction with the tile or alone for
impact.
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From £8.92 each £49.93m2
Available in two sizes and a mosaic
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THE STUDIO
opening soon...
Our stunning new home in the heart of Shoreditch opens in early Autumn. Across two floors the
studio showcases our full range of beautiful wall tiles, floor tiles and wood flooring.

FIND US AT:
123 Curtain Road, Shoreditch, London, EC2A 3BX
020 7052 1555
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